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A METHOD FOR EFFICIENT PROCESSING OF BTP ENABLED MPEG4 STREAM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This Application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) from earlier filed

United States Provisional Application Serial No. 62/100,122 filed on January 6, 2015 and

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a process for providing trickplay operations,

such as rewind and fastforward, with a system that uses Broadcom Transport Packets (BTP)

with more recent video standards than MPEG2 for which the BTPs were designed.

RELATED ART

[0003] Digital Video Recorder (DVR) capable set top boxes can record content for

viewing at a later time. The recorded content can be skipped, Fast Forwarded (FF) or

Rewound (REW) at different speeds, together known as trickplay operations. The recorded

content could be of any format like MPEG2 or MPEG4. Introducing new format types

brings in advantages as well as complications into the editing system.

[0004] Complications that are brought in when a new format is adopted can be seen in

the case of introduction of MPEG4. System-on-a-Chip (SoC) provider Broadcom (BCM)

makes SoCs used in set top boxes that are DVR capable. Broadcom uses their concept of

"Broadcom Transport Packet" (BTP) to support trickplay of a MPEG2 transport stream.

The BTP is used for accurate identification of I frames with MPEG2. The BTP packets are

required to reliably identify the beginning and the end of each I Frame in order to provide



accurate decoding of a video stream. The BTP I frame identification was originally

designed for MPEG2, so the change to MPEG4 introduced problems.

[0005] A problem exists because, unlike with MPEG2, MPEG4 I frame data is

interspersed between BTP packets. This change introduced a challenge to adapt the

firmware design and algorithm to handle MPEG4 BTP video streams successfully with

existing formats.

[0006] The adaptation for MPEG4 interspersing of I frame data between BTP packets

resulted in problems, including: (1) a need for additional disk read operations. (2) More

processing required to format the frame data to include the BTPs at appropriate offsets. (3)

Introduction of overhead in data size to accommodate the BTP per frame. The overhead

data had a direct impact on media clients, as they source data from the DVR hub/gateway

device and handle the additional data sent across the network. The added overhead data

resulted in significant added latency to the I frame processing and delivery to the decoder.

[0007] The result of the overall added latency is that DVR trickplay operations can be

slow and choppy with MPEG4 relative to MPEG2. Fastforward speeds are not likely within

acceptable thresholds. In some cases the 2x fastforward could take as long as the normal

play speed of lx. Accordingly, it is desirable to provide other methods to handle

dispersement of BTP packets that are encoded in formats more recent than MPEG2 to avoid

the problems discussed above.

SUMMARY



[0008] Embodiments of the present invention provide a system for handling trickplay

operations when more recent transmission standards are used than MPEG2, namely when

MPEG4 is used.

[0009] The embodiments of the present invention were identified based on recognition

that with the BTP used in MPEG2, the SOC frame format has only one descriptor, available

for each I frame of data. Descriptors are variable length elements that add standards-

defined or user-defined elements to transport streams for MPEG2 or MPEG4, such elements

including BTPs. With the BTP used in MPEG4, each I frame data includes 5 descriptors:

1. Startcode
2 . BTP0
3 . SPS (Sequence Parameter Set)/ PPS (Picture Parameter set) for the I frame
4 . BTP1 + Frame Data (excluding a last Transport Stream (TS) packet)
5 . BTP2 + Frame Data (last TS packet).

In light of this information, three solutions were provided in accordance with embodiments

of the present invention to better enable trickplay operations with MPEG4.

[0010] The first solution is to disable the BTP mechanism so that only 1 descriptor is

used in MPEG4. This effectively keeps only the third SPS/PPS descriptor along with the

frame data of descriptors 4 and 5 listed above, and the startcode of descriptor 1, all part of a

single combined descriptor. With the size of most SPS/PPS being small, or not less than 1

TS packet payload, the SPS/PPS and I frame data stay in 1 TS packet. However, in some

cases with the size of the SPS/PPS and I frame data are separated by an encoder into 2

separated TS packets.

[001 1] In a second solution, the frame data with the BTP format having 5 descriptors is

combined into 1 descriptor to fit into the MPEG4 architectural framework. The algorithm

for this second solution has the following steps. (1) Obtain the descriptors from the SoC

processor. (2) Prepare a single descriptor framework, including accommodating 5

descriptors in the required offset positions as defined in the Broadcom BTP format. (3)



Read the entire frame data from memory disk with a single read, avoiding a need for three

disk read operations. (4) Insert the data from steps 2 and 3 into a single descriptor

framework. (5) Send this data over a network to a client, and (6) continue to prepare and

send data using the steps 1-5 to a client where it is passed to a decoder via a playback driver

for presentation. The preceding algorithm steps can be performed without impacting

system dynamics.

[001 2] In a third solution, the SoC processor is configured to send data to a decoder in a

controlled pace. This pacing in one embodiment is computed based on a single descriptor.

In essence the descriptor pacing is set so that processing of each descriptor can be faster and

frame data reaches the client similar to the time for an MPEG2 stream, or an MPEG4

stream with the BTP disabled. The challenge of pacing is to achieve the pacing without

impacting ongoing DVR sessions on a set top box or otherwise changing system dynamics

so that the DVR trickplay operation occurs without error.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Further details of the present invention are explained with the help of the

attached drawings in which:

[0014] Fig. 1 shows components of a STB with a DVR that can operate according to

embodiments of the present invention to provide trickplay operations;

[0015] Fig. 2 is a flowchart showing a process for trickplay operation with video data

using BTPs previously provided in MPEG-4;

[0016] Fig. 3 shows modifications to the flowchart of Fig. 4 showing a process for

trickplay operation with BTPs provided in MPEG-4 according to embodiments of the

present invention;



[001 7] Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing details of specific steps of an embodiment of the

present invention that differ from previous processes; and

[001 8] Fig. 5 shows modifications to the flowchart of Fig. 4 to add steps for pacing

according to further embodiments of the present invention.

DETAI LED DESCRI PTI ON

[001 9] Fig. 1 shows components of a STB with a DVR 100, wherein the STB 100 can

operate according to embodiments of the present invention to provide trickplay operations.

The STB 100 includes a BCM System on a Chip (SOC) 102 that has a processor to receive

video data provided from a gateway server. Although the SoC 102 is identified as a BCM

device, other SoCs can be used that operate according to a BCM format that can use BTP

descriptors. The video received is then stored in the DVR memory 104. The video can

then be played back when a request is received from a user interface provided to the SoC

102 which requests a video from the DVR 104. The SoC 102 can include a decoder to

receive the data from DVR memory 104 and decode the data for providing on a video data

output to a television or other video display device, or simply sending the video over a

network connection so it can be received by a video player device. During playback, a

trackplay operation can be requested from the user interface at the SoC 102. The SoC 102

then obtains the video data for playback from the memory 104 and provides processing to

perform the trickplay operation.

[0020] The SoC 102 of Fig. 1 can include a processor that connects to the memory 104

to enable operation. In addition to storing video code, the memory 104 can store code that

is executable by the processor on the SoC 102 to enable the SoC to perform the processes

described herein. Although described with the memory 104 providing storage of code for



the SoC 102, the memory can be provided separate from DVR memory and included in the

SoC 102 or a separate memory.

[0021] Fig. 2 is a flowchart showing a process for trickplay operation using BTPs

previously provided in MPEG-4 that can be provided with the STB system shown in Fig. 1.

The process begins at step 200 where a user requests a trickplay operation. In step 202, I-

frames are obtained from memory one at a time to accomplish the trickplay operation. In

step 204 the BCM player on a SoC is invoked to process the frame data.

[0022] In step 206, the process checks to see if BTPs are used in the operation. If not,

in step 212 the system gets the frame offset from the BCM I-frame segment and in step 214

obtains the one data descriptor and proceeds with operation to step 216. If the operation in

step 206 determines BTPs are used, the system in step 208 gets the BTP data. This includes

commands and 3 frame segments labeled 1-7 in the list shown to the side of step 208. The

list includes: 1. A startcode; 2 . The first BTP descriptor BTP0; 3 . Frame data including SPS

and PPS; 4 . The second BTP descriptor BTP1, 5 . Additional frame data; 6 . The third BTP

descriptor BTP2; and finally 7 . The last frame data. Next, in step 210 for previous MPEG-4

systems, the 7 segments are combined into 5 descriptors shown to the side of step 210. The

descriptors are effectively combined so that items 4-5 of step 208 are combined into a BTP

descriptor with frame data, while items 6-7 are combined into a BTP descriptor with frame

data. With the 5 descriptors per data frame, operation proceeds to step 216.

[0023] Step 216 provides for direct playback using two process paths, depending on

whether playback is local or performed over a network. If the playback is done locally,

each of the five descriptors is processed one by one in step 224, and then a consumer thread

provided with the SoC that is local reads the frame data and provides it through a playback

driver for decoding in step 226. For the operation of step 224, three disk reads are needed

for each data frame. Once the data is played back according to the user interface command,



in step 228 a callback from the PersistenceBroker (PB) release descriptor will be read that

releases the playback operation.

[0024] If in step 216 the playback is not local, operation still proceeds with each of the

five descriptors being processed one by one in step 218. Each message in the queue is

processed with a fixed frame delay and a total of three reads to disk or memory is made for

each frame. Next in step 220, since operation is not local, but over a network, a network

thread provided to the SoC reads the descriptors enabling it to make the frames into User

Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets. The UDP packets are then transmitted in step 222

through an Ethernet connection for playback until a descriptor is received that ends the

trickplay operation. From either step 222 that occurs in network mode, or step 228

occurring in a local playbook mode, if trickplay is not ended, operation proceeds back to

step 202 to obtain new I-frames until playback is complete.

[0025] Fig. 3 shows modifications to the flowchart of Fig. 2, including showing a

process for trickplay operation with BTPs provided in MPEG-4 according to embodiments

of the present invention. Steps carried over from Fig. 3 that are the same in Fig. 2 are

similarly numbered. The new steps are also shown with dashed lines.

[0026] In Fig. 3, operation proceeds as in Fig. 2 through step 208 where 7 descriptors

including 4 command packets and 3 frame packets are received. A first difference is

provided in the next step 310, however, where instead of simply narrowing to 5 descriptors

as in previous step 210, the commands and frame segments are combined into a single

descriptor. Further, changes are made with steps 318 and 324, depending on whether

playback is local or network operated. In both the steps 318 and 324, only a single

descriptor needs to be processed, differing from the previous process steps 218 and 224

where five descriptors had to be processed one by one. Further, in steps 318 and 324, the

frame data processing is formatted as BTP enabled data. A further difference in the steps



318 and 324 is that each message is processed with only one read to disk or memory for

each frame of data, unlike the three disk reads of steps 218 and 224 previously used.

[0027] As indicated previously herein, three different embodiments of the present

invention, subsequently identified as embodiments 1-3, are provided to enable operation in

MPEG-4 when trickplay operations are requested and the data is BTP formatted. In

embodiment 1, the BTPs are simply disabled and the descriptors are then processed as

single combined descriptor. In embodiment 2, the BTPs remain, but the 7 descriptors and

frame data received in MPEG-4 are combined into a single descriptor and processed. This

embodiment 2 is illustrated in Figs. 3 . In embodiment 3 the pace of process of the

descriptors are increased so that the processing time is similar to the processing of a single

descriptor in MPEG-3. An additional embodiment can be provided with a combination of

embodiments 2 and 3 .

[0028] Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing more details of embodiment 2, in addition to those

steps described with respect to Fig. 3 . In Fig. 4, operation proceeds with receipt of the

trickplay operation request in step 400. Next in step 402, the BTP data descriptors for each

frame are received, including 4 command data per frame. Next in step 404, the frame data

that goes with the descriptors is retrieved from the DVR memory. In step 406 the

descriptors and frame data collected in steps 402 and 404 are combined into a single

descriptor. Next in step 408, the single descriptor is processed using only a single memory

read operation, unlike the three disk read operations used in current practice. Finally in step

410, the video frames with the descriptor are provided to the decoder and then the decoded

data is sent to the video player device for playback.

[0029] The system of embodiments 1 and 3 have simple steps, so additional flowcharts

are not used to describe them. However because a combination of embodiments 2 and 3 is

believed a significant improvement over the prior art, Fig. 5 is provided to show



modifications to the flowchart of Fig. 4 to add the step for pacing according to embodiment

3 . Fig. 5 includes all the same steps of embodiment 2 as in Fig. 4, and they are carried over

and labeled the same in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 adds the step 512 that includes embodiment 3, namely

providing a processing pace for the single descriptor during decoding so that the descriptor

portion, separate from the frame data, is processed at substantially the same speed as a

single MPEG-2 descriptor.

[0030] Although the present invention has been described above with particularity, this

was merely to teach one of ordinary skill in the art how to make and use the invention.

Many additional modifications will fall within the scope of the invention as that scope is

defined by the following claims.



CLAIMS

What Is Claimed:

1. A method for providing a trickplay operation using a digital video recorder (DVR)

comprising:

receiving a request for a trickplay operation at the DVR;

obtain a plurality of descriptors for a requested trickplay operation from the DVR,

wherein the descriptors include Broadcom Transport Packets (BTPs);

prepare a single descriptor framework that combines the plurality of descriptors into

a single combined descriptor;

read frame data from memory of the DVR in a single memory read operation;

combine the read frame data into the single combined descriptor; and

provide the single combined descriptor through a decoder for playback on a video

player device.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of descriptors comprise:

a startcode descriptor;

a first BTP descriptor BTPO;

a Sequence Parameter Set (SPS)/Picture Parameter Set (PPS) descriptor;

a second BTP descriptor BTP1;

first frame data excluding the last transport stream (TS) packet for the associated

frame data;

a third BTP descriptor BTP2; and

second frame data including a last TS packet transport stream.



3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the descriptors comprise a plurality of BTP

descriptors and a Sequence Parameter Set (SPS)/Picture Parameter (PPS) descriptor.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the trickplay operations are provided for data

encoded using the MPEG-4 standard.

5 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

decoding using the decoder while altering decode processing speed so that

descriptors are processed with a pace higher than remaining data, so that descriptors for

each group of frame data are processed with a speed similar to a pace of processing a single

MPEG-2 standard format descriptor.

6 . A method for providing a trickplay operation using a digital video recorder (DVR)

comprising:

receiving a request for a trickplay operation at the DVR;

providing video data encoded using the MPEG-4 format for the trickplay operation;

disabling descriptors that use Broadcom Transport Packets (BTPs) in the video data;

providing the video data through a decoder for playback on a video player device.

7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the descriptors remaining with each group of frame

data is combined into a single descriptor.

8 . A method for providing a trickplay operation using a digital video recorder (DVR)

comprising:



receiving a request for a trickplay operation at the DVR;

providing video data that includes descriptors provided with data in an MPEG-4

standard format for the trickplay operation;

decoding the video data and altering decode processing speed so that descriptors are

processed with a pace higher than remaining data, so that descriptors for each group of

frame data are processed with a speed similar to a pace of processing a single MPEG-2

standard format descriptor; and

providing the decoded video data for playback on a video player device.

9 . An apparatus for providing trickplay operations for recorded video comprising:

a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) memory for storing video data;

a System on a Chip (SoC), comprising:

a processor that connects to the DVR for obtaining video data from the DVR

memory;

a decoder for decoding video data obtained from the DVR memory and

providing the decoded data for playback on a video player device; and

a memory for storing code that is executable by the processor to enable the

SoC to perform the following steps:

receive a request for a trickplay operation;

obtain a plurality of descriptors for a requested trickplay operation

from the DVR, wherein the descriptors include Broadcom Transport Packets (BTPs);

prepare a single descriptor framework that combines the plurality of

descriptors into a single combined descriptor;

read frame data from memory of the DVR in a single memory read

operation;



combine the read frame data into the single combined descriptor; and

provide the single combined descriptor through the decoder for

playback on the video player device.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the plurality of descriptors comprise:

a startcode descriptor;

a first BTP descriptor BTPO;

a Sequence Parameter Set (SPS)/Picture Parameter Set (PPS) descriptor;

a second BTP descriptor BTP1;

first frame data excluding the last transport stream (TS) packet for the associated

frame data;

a third BTP descriptor BTP2; and

second frame data including a last TS packet transport stream.

11. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the descriptors comprise a plurality of BTP

descriptors and a Sequence Parameter Set (SPS)/Picture Parameter (PPS) descriptor.

12. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the trickplay operations are provided for data

encoded using the MPEG-4 standard.

13. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the memory further stores code to cause the SoC

to perform the following additional step:

decode using the decoder while altering decode processing speed so that descriptors

are processed with a pace higher than remaining data, so that descriptors for each group of



frame data are processed with a speed similar to a pace of processing a single MPEG-2

standard format descriptor.
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